CUMULUS MEDIA INC.
BANKRUPTCY CASE STUDY
FILED ON 11/29/2017

CreditRiskMonitor’s warning of Cumulus Media Inc.’s (“Cumulus Media”)
bankruptcy risk was determined by a combination of factors:
Monthly Average FRISK® Score
The FRISK® Score Components
Company Report Detail
FRISK® Deep Dive and Adjusted Market Cap Volatility
FRISK® Stress Index
Peer Analysis on Alternate Suppliers and Customers
Quarterly Performance Ratios
Quarterly Leverage Ratios
Quarterly Rates of Return
News Alerts: A Timeline of Concerning Headlines
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MONTHLY AVERAGE FRISK® SCORE
CreditRiskMonitor’s FRISK® score has been warning of financial stress at Cumulus
Media Inc. (OTC:CMLSQ) for more than a year.
We issued a special High Risk Report, dated May 11, 2017, as conditions continued
to deteriorate and become more troubling.
The company ultimately filed for bankruptcy on November 29, 2017.

BANKRUPT!

The FRISK® score is
96% accurate in predicting
the risk of corporate
failure/bankruptcy over
a 12-month horizon.
All FRISK® scores are
recalculated every night
for each subsequent
12-month period.

While the percentage risk of bankruptcy varies at each FRISK® score, 96% of public
companies that eventually go bankrupt enter the FRISK® "red zone" prior to filing.
A FRISK® score of 5 or less is an important warning sign.

Request a Personalized Demo
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THE FRISK® SCORE COMPONENTS
At the core of the CreditRiskMonitor process is our 96% accurate FRISK® score,
which indicates a company's level of financial stress on a scale of 1 to 10, based on
the probability of bankruptcy over a 12-month horizon. The FRISK® score
incorporates a number of powerful risk indicators including:

A “Merton” type
model using
stock market
capitalization
and volatility

Financial ratios,
including those
used in the
Altman
Z”-Score Model

Bond agency
ratings from
S&P, Moody’s
and Fitch (when
available)

Crowdsourced CreditRiskMonitor Usage Data
Crowdsourcing, has enhanced the accuracy and timeliness of the FRISK® score. We
collect and analyze data patterns from thousands of CreditRiskMonitor subscribers,
including professionals from more than 35% of the Fortune 1000 and other large
corporations worldwide.
The crowdsourcing advantage is even more powerful in our FRISK® score since many
of the professionals who use our service are credit managers:
•

Credit managers have a pulse on the external fusion of capital going into a
company

•

They are not held to the same “Fair Disclosure” restrictions that prevent nondisclosed information sharing on public companies

•

Credit managers use a variety of non-public information sources such as their own
company’s management and sales representatives to be alerted to concerns in a
public company’s performance

•

It is commonly known credit managers confidentially share information with other
credit managers, thus collectively, their behavior helps to provide advanced insight
to financial problems in public companies

Read more in Credit Research Foundation’s quarterly journal article, “Assessing Public
Company Financial Risk by Crowdsourcing the Research of Credit Professionals”
Request a Personalized Demo
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COMPANY REPORT DETAIL

The FRISK® score is the
best method available to monitor
public company bankruptcy risk.
Payment performance, captured by
the Days Beyond Terms (DBT) index,
is not an effective indicator of
financial stress for publicly traded
companies since they often
continue to pay on time
right up until their
bankruptcy filing.
Request a Personalized Demo
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FRISK® DEEP DIVE
The FRISK® score relative to
the broader Broadcasting &
Broader Broadcasting & Cable TV Industry
(shown in grey)

Cable TV industry raises an
additional red flag signaling
heightened risk relative to

Cumulus Media’s FRISK® score signaled
financial difficulty and heightened bankruptcy risk.

peers, as well…

MAKING IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION REQUIRED.

One of the inputs of the

ADJUSTED MARKET CAP VOLATILITY

FRISK® score is a
company’s market cap
volatility, adjusted for

OTC:CMLSQ

dividends, over the course
of a year. Incorporating this
information allows us to
capture the “wisdom of
markets” on a daily basis.
This ensures our
subscribers are getting the
most up to date view of the
risks they face since stocks
tend to be more liquid and
faster moving than bond
prices and ratings.

Request a Personalized Demo
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FRISK® STRESS INDEX

The average probability of failure for SIC code 4832 (Radio Broadcasting Stations)
reflects an industry subsector whose recent average probability of failure was 2%.
But, Cumulus Media had continued to struggle, as evidenced by its fall to a FRISK®
score of 1.
Request a Personalized Demo
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PEER ANALYSIS ON ALTERNATE SUPPLIERS AND CUSTOMERS

Cumulus Media
demonstrates bottom
quartile ranking
in key financial ratios
(shown in red) vs. its
Radio Broadcasting
Stations industry
peers.

Request a Personalized Demo

The Peer Analysis
expands to provide a
ranking of a company’s
competitors, which can
help provide options
for alternate suppliers
or new customers.
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QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE RATIOS
Year-over-year
EBITDA
decreased 59.5%;
year-over-year
net income
decreased 97.2%

Poor
interest
coverage
ratio

Request a Personalized Demo
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QUARTERLY LEVERAGE RATIOS

Year-over-year
stockholders’
equity decreased
1,054%

10-figure
negative
tangible net
worth in the
last 5 quarters

Elevated total
debt to EBITDA
ratio indicated
heightened risk
Request a Personalized Demo
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QUARTERLY RATES OF RETURN

Unable to
generate
meaningful
positive
returns

Request a Personalized Demo
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NEWS ALERTS: A TIMELINE OF CONCERNING HEADLINES
Q1 2017 net income decreased 97% to $1.3M versus net income of $46.3M in the same period of the prior
year.
5/17/2017

CRMZ News Service

Cumulus Media Inc -- updated financials available

Q2 2017 stockholders' equity decreased $1,053% to ($2.3)M versus stockholders' equity of $51.4M in the
same period of the prior year.
8/16/2017

CRMZ News Service

Cumulus Media Inc -- updated financials available

Cumulus Media failed to comply with NASDAQ's minimal stockholders' equity listing requirement.
9/8/2017

CRMZ News Service

CUMULUS MEDIA INC FILES (8-K) Disclosing Notice of Delisting or Failure to
Satisfy a Continued Listing Rule or Standard; Transfer of Listing

Facing key deadlines on $2.4B in debt which matures in early 2019, Cumulus Media commenced talks with
lenders and bondholders.
10/2/2017

CRMZ News Service

Cumulus Media Kicks Off Debt-Restructuring Talks With Creditor Groups

The Company's board of directors delayed a $23.6M loan payment; due Nov. 1, as it remained in
discussions with its lenders to proactively restructure its balance sheet and reduce debt.
11/2/2017

CRMZ News Service

Stock Drops 13% After Cumulus Delays Debt Repayment

Cumulus Media Inc. and its subsidiary are downgraded to 'SD' on missed interest payment.
11/3/2017

CRMZ News Service

Cumulus Media Inc -- updated S&P ratings available

Management concluded that there was substantial doubt about the Company's ability to continue as a
going concern.
11/10/2017

CRMZ News Service

Cumulus Moving Toward Possible Chapter 11 Filing

Nasdaq delisted the Company's Class A common stock and suspended its trading effective at the open of
business on November 22, 2017.
11/21/2017

CRMZ News Service

CUMULUS MEDIA INC FILES (8-K) Disclosing Notice of Delisting or Failure to
Satisfy a Continued Listing Rule or Standard; Transfer of Listing

To implement a Restructuring Support Agreement, intended to reduce debt by over $1B, Cumulus Media filed
voluntary petitions for reorganization under Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code.
11/30/2017

CRMZ News Service

Request a Personalized Demo

Cumulus Media Files for Bankruptcy
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ABOUT THIS REPORT/CONTACT CREDITRISKMONITOR
CreditRiskMonitor is a financial risk analysis and
news service that helps credit, supply chain and
financial professionals stay ahead of and manage
risk quickly, accurately and cost effectively. More
than 35% of the Fortune 1000, plus over a thousand
other large corporations worldwide, rely on our
financial risk coverage of over 57,000 global public
companies.
CreditRiskMonitor Bankruptcy Case Studies
provide post-filing analyses of public company
bankruptcies. Our case studies educate subscribers
about methods they can apply to assess bankruptcy
risk using CreditRiskMonitor’s proprietary
FRISK® score, robust financial database and
timely news alerts.

Request a Personalized Demo and Risk Assessment
Read more Bankruptcy Case Studies, High Risk Reports and other resources

Contact us at:
845.230.3000
creditriskmonitor.com/contact-us
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